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Microsoft  Windows PowerShell(TM) Step By StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to automating administration with Windows PowerShell.

Teach yourself the fundamentals of Windows PowerShell command line interface and scripting language. Written by a leading scripting expert, this tutorial delivers self-paced labs, timesaving tips, and hands-on sample scripts for automating Windows...
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Mastering Manga Studio 5Packt Publishing, 2013

	An extensive, fun, and practical guide to streamlining your comic-making workflow using Manga Studio 5


	Overview

	
		Make Manga Studio 5 your own personalized software by creating your own workspace, tools, page layouts, and materials
	
		Explore using 3D models, actions, ruler tools, and creating...
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Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	For beginners or intermediate users this is a highly practical cookbook for Microsoft Dynamics GP. Now you can really get to grips with enterprise resource planning by engaging with real-world solutions through recipes and screenshots.


	Overview

	
		Understand the various tips and tricks to master Dynamics GP,...
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Pro PuppetApress, 2013

	Pro Puppet, Second Edition, now updated for Puppet 3, is an in-depth guide to installing, using, and developing the popular configuration management tool Puppet.


	Puppet provides a way to automate everything from user management to server configuration. You'll learn how Puppet has changed in the latest version, how to use it on...
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Practical Model-Based Testing: A Tools ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
Software testing is vitally important in the software development process, as illustrated by the growing market for automated testing tools. Moreover, software testing generally consumes between 30 and 60 percent of the overall development effort. 

Many companies are already using automated test execution tools. Modelbased testing pushes...
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The Value of RFID: Benefits vs. CostsSpringer, 2012

	RFID technology presents a great potential for creating competitive advantage. By automating and simplifying data collection, it lets users more accurately track assets and monitor key indicators, which in turn gives greater visibility to the operations. However, the benefits received from this technology will be determined by how well it is...
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70-685: Windows 7 Enterprise Desktop Support Technician Updated First Edition Lab Manual (Microsoft Official Academic Course)John Wiley & Sons, 2011


	The Windows 7, Enterprise Desktop Support Technician title of the Microsoft Official

	Academic Course (MOAC) series includes two books: a textbook and a lab manual. The

	exercises in the lab manual are designed either for a virtual machine environment or for

	classroom use under the supervision of an instructor or lab aide. In an...
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Linux Smart Homes For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Make your home safer and more efficient with Linux
    

    Linux home automation has never been simpler or more fun!    

    A smart home's a happy home! Teach yours lots of new tricks with Linux. Not only can you arrange automation for lights, appliances, and watering the lawn, you can also...
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Scripting VMware: Power Tools for Automating Virtual Infrastructure AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2006
This book contains simple and advanced scripting using both ESX and Linux commands to provide awesome virtual tools to automate administrative tasks of ESX Server.

This book will cover the native tools that VMware provides with ESX Server. It will then discuss in detail the different scripting APIs and how they can be leveraged to...
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Mac OS X Tiger Timesaving Techniques For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Speed up your Mac, search smarter, and optimize your network
OVER 60  techniques that help you save time by...     

	Customizing your Mac for the way you work
	Finding files faster with Spotlight
	Automating tasks with Automator
	Making the most of the address book and iCal®

...
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Logic Programming with PrologSpringer, 2005
This book teaches the techniques of Logic Programming through the Prolog language. The name stands for Programming in Logic. Prolog has been used for a wide variety of applications, including as the basis for a standard ‘knowledge representation language’ for the Semantic Web – the next generation of internet technology; it is one...
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Python Automation Cookbook: Explore the world of automation using Python recipes that will enhance your skillsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Step-by-step instructions which take you through each program to automate monotonous tasks with Python 3.7

	
		Key Features

		
			Automate integral business processes such as report generation, email marketing, and lead generation
	
			Build your first web application that scrapes data...
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